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To preserve the environment
and ensure the survival of our civilization

life above all



Do you do everything to preserve the life of your children? 

The          mass extinction has begun and the end of human 

civilization could occur by 2050, according to a study published 

by The Breakthrough National Center for Climate Restoration.

Everything is by nature doomed to disappear. We must fight for it to 
survive. Let's act together on the environment by changing behavior 
with 1000Club.com.
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Mission

Ways

Reduce CO2 emissions.
 

Promote restorative technologies.

Recruit companies whose technologies 

are restorative. 

Highlight companies that preserve the 

environment.

Raise awareness through the network of 

affiliates and assigned webmasters.



Marc Planchette
CEO, founder

I'm so happy to welcome you to the 1000Club community, 

where we're looking for talent to avoid the inevitable. And I 

count on you to make everyone aware of the importance of 

optimizing the ecological impact of our actions.

Promote innovative businesses, post articles on your 

1000Club site, share articles with your authorized subscribers. 

In a word, inform!

Our smart site technology decreases the amount of 

unsuccessful or repetitive searches. With 1000Club you find 

without searching, and discover without clicking. You go

straigth to the point.

Without immediate collective reaction, in a few decades, 

a large part of the planet could become uninhabitable!

Learn more: https://is.gd/adqtTb 



Innovations Smart websites
The content and design of homepages is tailored to the 

interests of each registered visitor.

[patent pending]

Find without searching
No need to click to discover.

[the information adapts to the interests of each]

Automatic pairings 4.0
[highlighting interesting publications]

Complex algorithm
[users only find out what they need]

Dynamic Circles target groups
[automatic update of each circle]

Everything you already know  and beyond what you imagine!



Strengths Internaures often visit multiple sites to compare offers. Their 

repetitive research is energy intensive, especially when sites have 

multiple pages.

Thanks to the invention of smart sites by Marc Planchette, 

1000Club.com users now find without searching. Relevant 

publications appear instantly on the home pages of visited sites, 

without having to click. The content of the home page of a site 

powered by 1000Club, adapts to the interests of each user.

As far as searching is not necessarily to find, by allowing to go 

straight to the point, 1000Club.com thus avoids the sterile searches, 

and minimizes the production of CO2.

Thus, to preserve the environment, it is better to integrate a video 

or an image to a 1000Club.com page and to communicate its link 

rather than to send them via a Messenger Messenger to the 

numerous participants of the same group. Indeed, files shared via 

chat or email are automatically downloaded to the cloud: as many 

times as there are recipients, contributing to an ecological heresy.
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thanks for sharing
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